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MOVIES & VIDEO GAMES
I N T H E AT E R S

enchanted
release: 11.11.07

When an evil witch banishes the beautiful animated princess Giselle
from her world, she ends up in the real New York, where talking
animals and spontaneous musical numbers aren’t normal. Giselle is
followed into New York by her bumbling animated prince charming
and the evil witch. Giselle meets a real life charmer in lawyer Robert,
who tries to help sort out the chaos as two worlds collide in the
middle of the Big Apple.

BUENA VISTA

BEE MOVIE

MR. MAGORIUM’S WONDER EMPORIUM

release: 11.2.07

release: 11.16.07

Recent college graduate and flying insect, Barry B. Benson doesn’t want
to be like everyone else and make honey for a living. So on his first time out
of the hive, he breaks the rules and talks to a human. Vanessa the florist
reveals to Barry that humans have been eating bee honey for centuries.
Spurred into action by this shocking revelation, Barry decides to take legal
action against humanity for stealing their precious bee honey.

At 243 years-old, magical toy store owner Mr. Magorium is ready for retirement. He
decides to leave his remarkable store in the hands of young manager, Molly, but
before he can leave, the pair have to deal with a pesky accountant who refuses to
believe in the magic. “Mr. Magorium’s Wonder Emporium” has a lot in common with
“Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.” They both leave their stores to young heirs,
both have amazing magical facilities, and they both have really weird hair.
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VIDEO GAMES
Not only does the fall bring football, holidays and chilly weather, it also
brings the biggest video game releases of the year. You probably already
know about the big sequels like Halo 3, Call of Duty 4, and Mario Galaxy
but what about the new franchises? Add some freshness to your gaming
library with these original titles that are sure to be holiday hits.

Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune
PLAYSTATION 3

WARNER BROS.

FRED CLAUS

Uncharted is an Indiana Jones style adventure following
Nathan Drake as he searches for the lost city of El
Dorado. Nathan believes he is a descendent of the
famous explorer/pirate Sir Francis Drake, and he is
on a hunt to claim what is rightfully his. Television host
Elena, who is hoping to capture the discovery on film,
accompanies him to the jungle. Unfortunately, a group
of mercenaries has beaten Nathan to the punch,
making his conquest a bit more dangerous. With it’s lush
jungles, ancient ruins, and exciting battles, Uncharted
looks to be the best thing since the original Tomb
Raider.

release: 11.9.07

NAUGHTY DOG

Dewy’s Adventure

After bailing him out of jail, Santa employs his mischievous
older brother Fred (Vince Vaughn) at his North Pole workshop.
Being the exact opposite of his jolly sibling, Fred causes all
kinds of trouble at the workshop and nearly ruins Christmas for
the whole world. Fred Claus looks to be the funniest thing to
hit the North Pole since Will Ferrell’s Buddy the Elf.

Wii

KONAMI

Evil Don Hedron is corrupting forest water supplies and
it’s up to Dewy to stop him. Dewy isn’t the usual guntoting action hero, instead he’s a little drop of water.
By controlling the environment around him with a tilt
of the Wii remote, Dewy can get through obstacles
and overcome enemies. Some puzzles will necessitate
a change in temperature, which will make Dewy
change into an ice cube or a cloud of steam. Dewy’s
Adventure will have players twisting their remotes and
scratching their heads as they solve puzzles and defeat
enemies on their way to saving the forest.

BUENA VISTA

THE GAME PLAN
release: 9.28.07
In a time-honored tradition started by Hulk Hogan in “Mr.
Nanny,” another former wrestler/action star hits the big
screen as an unlikely parent. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
plays pro football star Joe Kingman. Joe is a tough athlete
living the good life in his bachelor pad. When a girl shows
up claiming to be his daughter, it turns his life upside down.
Despite his action movie pedigree, the Rock looks to be
faring well in this family-friendly comedy.

Mass Effect

BIOWARE

XBOX 360
In Mass Effect, you play as Commander Shepherd, the only human in an elite peacekeeping
organization known as Specter. Humanity is a relatively new species in intergalactic space and
dealing with the inter-species tension is a constant reminder for Shepherd. Explore the enormous
universe of Mass Effect with Shepherd and his crew as they try to hunt down a rogue Specter
and banish a threatening race of intelligent robots. With its innovative dialog system that allows
players to react to conversations based on emotion, “Mass Effect” creates an epic cinematic
experience like no other.
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